**NetPower NPR Release Notes**

Below is a history of major releases and the changes made for each release. Revisions are listed from newest to oldest.

---

**1.20 - August 2019**
- Update to openssl version
- Add the ability to modify the https port number.

**1.19 - March 2019**
- Adds batch updating through MSM Enterprise (Requires MSM Enterprise v. 4.37 or higher)
- Added support for TLSv1.1 and TLSv1.2

**1.18 - December 2018**
- Allows NPR to connect to MSM Server (Requires MSM Enterprise v. 4.32 or higher)
- Added password complexity setting
- Improved cybersecurity
- Allow to sync time and date with computer
- Add settings import/export feature
- Minor improvements and bug fixes

**1.03 - August 2014**
- Updated factory address in License Agreement

**1.00 - June 2014**
- Minor improvements and bug fixes
- Add “Disable HTTP” checkbox to force HTTPS usage
- Add “Total Power” display to home page
- Visual Improvements in user interface

**0.98 - November 2013**
- Minor improvements and bug fixes

**0.95 - November 2013**
- Minor improvements and bug fixes
- Improve SNMP Functionality
- Add EMail Test button
- Add MSM-200 Support
- Add multi-level login ability

**0.90 - August 2012**
- Initial Release

---

**0.90 - August 2012**
- Initial Release
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